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Cyber Advisory

ADVISORY PAPER

A well implemented and continually assessed framework (such as CIS 1.3, NIST SP 800-171) allows businesses and

organisations to explain to all parties how information, systems, and services are secured within your organisation,

thereby instilling confidence in customers, partners and auditors. Understanding how you’re performing against that

framework and your baselines, across different cloud environments, is essential to remain vigilant and compliant.

ITC Secure’s Assessment uses Microsoft Defender for Cloud (MDfC) to give you deep insight into your current and

ongoing framework compliance - in a multi-cloud environment. Using MDfC’s premium discovery we deliver advanced

compliance-over-time reports and expert advice allowing you to stay compliant and one step ahead of the bad actors.
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MULTI-CLOUD FRAMEWORK

COMPLIANCE ASSESSMENT

Low-cost, multi-cloud, security posture management baselining and review

Roll out of MDC to 

supported systems 

Review and analysis 

of findings
Workshop with our 

experts to review findings

Identification of 

risks
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KEY FEATURES AND BENEFITS

SOLUTION OVERVIEW

WHY ITC
ITC Secure is an advisory-led cyber security services company.

We have a 25+ year track record of delivering business-critical services to over 300 blue-chip organisations - bringing

together the best minds in security, a relentless focus on customer service, and advanced technological expertise to

help businesses succeed.

With our integrated delivery model, proprietary platform, and customer-first mindset, we work as an extension of your

team throughout your cyber journey and always think not only about you but also your customers and the reputation

of your brand.

ITC Secure is a certified Great Place to Work® and is headquartered in London, UK. With a dynamic balance of the

best in people, technology, and governance, we make cyber resilience your competitive advantage.
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Increased Visibility

• Framework compliance reports to track progress

• Overview of multiple hosting environments with a 

single pane of glass view

• Detailed information on what is causing drops in 

score

Post-Improvement Reporting

• High-level plan for improvements

• Short, medium, and long-term recommendations

• Risk vs. impact assessment provided

Actionable Recommendations

• Prioritised concerns identified

• Best practice recommendations

• Business case support for activities

Compliance over time 

demonstrates tangible 

difference in framework 

compliance

Aggregated view of 

environments

Keep pace with 

auditors and bad 

actors

Always report against 

the most up-to-date 

standards and versions

Fast Track to Improved Security

• Target remediations against framework

• Track compliance over time easily

• Deploy additional workloads as required

3) Report

• Presentation of reports to key business stakeholders

1) Deploy & Discover

• Enable the MDfC workload on all Azure subscriptions

• Connect any other compatible systems via Azure Arc

• Run baseline compliance report for later comparison

• Allow tooling to scan connected environments

2) Analyse

• Expert analysis of findings, highlighting quick wins, 

high risk alerts, and critical vulnerabilities

4) Plan

Work with ITC’s experts to:

• Plan your roadmap based on business requirements

• Generate an action plan to maximise security 

improvements with minimal cost or effort

Over an elapsed time of typically 4 days, ITC Secure will:


